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**About Scanner App**

With the helpful Scanner App users can transform their smartphone or tablet into a mobile

scanner. The app allows an easy and quick scanning of any documents. 

With the help of Scanner App you can scan any document, save them in PDF- or JPEG-format and

share them with others. Due to the automatic border detection and the possibility to save the

scans either in grayscale, black and white or color, the scanning of documents, notes or receipts

succeeds without any problems. The scans are easily saved on your device and can then be

printed or shared with others via mail or cloud services.

**Scanner App – features: **

-	The mobile scanner: By using the handy Scanner App you can easily scan documents of all sorts

with your smartphone or tablet, save them on your device and share them with others. You can

save the scanned documents on your device either in PDF-format or in JPEG-format. You also

have the possibility to save the scans either in greyscales, in black and white or in color. Due to the

automatic border detection and the optimized image processing by e.g. color correction or noise

removing, no differentiation between scans from Scanner App and normal scanners can be

detected. 

-	File Manager: You can save your scans in different folders in order to manage them easily. Due

to the practical Drag & Drop function, you can quickly move your files between the folders. If you

want to protect your files or single folders, you can save them with a password. Like that you make

sure that only you can access your files. 

-	Document Sharing: With the help of Scanner App you can easily share your scans with others.

You have the possibility to either send your scans via mail or upload them on cloud services like

Dropbox, Evernote or OneDrive. 

Conclusion: With the handy Scanner App you have a quick and reliable scanner on your

smartphone or tablet. Scan documents, receipts, notes or faxes easily and quickly, save them on

your device and share them with others. Due to different features, e.g. the automatic border

detection or different image optimizations, successful mobile scanning is guaranteed. Thanks to

this app, the bulky scanner is thing of a past. 


